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        14 August 2012 
 
 

Minutes of the 21st LHC Computing Resources Review Board Meeting 
(CERN, Geneva, 24 April 2012) 

 
Present: 
 
AUSTRALIA, G. Taylor, University of Melbourne 
BELGIUM, J. Lemonne, FWO 
CANADA, R. Mcpherson, University of Victoria / IPP 
CANADA, I. Blain, Funding Agency Representative 
CHINA, C. Jiang, IHEP Beijing 
CHINA, Y. Zhang, National Natural Science Foundation of China 
CZECH REPUBLIC, M. Lokajicek, Institute of Physics AS CR 
CZECH REPUBLIC, N. Tarabova, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports 
DENMARK, J. Hansen, Niels Bohr Institute 
FINLAND, J. Aysto, Helsinki Institute of Physics, University of Helsinki 
FINLAND, P. Eerola, University of Helsinki 
FRANCE, F. Malek, CNRS/In2P3 
FRANCE, L. Serin, CNRS/In2P3 
GERMANY, K. Ehret, BMBF 
GERMANY, M. Fleischer, DESY 
GERMANY, V. Guelzow, DESY 
GERMANY, A. Streit, BMBF/Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
GERMANY, P. Mattig, Funding Agency Alternate 
HUNGARY, T. Csorgo, Wigner RCP, RMKI 
INDIA, C. Venkataramana, Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy 
ISRAEL, L. Levinson, Weizmann Institute of Science 
ITALY, M. Taiuti, Funding Agency Alternate 
ITALY, E. Iacopini, INFN  
ITALY, A. Zoccoli, INFN 
ITALY, M. Biasini, Italian Mission Geneva 
JAPAN, T. Kawamoto, University of Tokyo, ICEPP 
KOREA, J. Park, National Research Foundation of Korea 
KOREA, Y. Pang, MEST 
KOREA, H. Kim, Funding Agency Alternate  
NETHERLANDS, A. Van Rijn, NIKHEF 
NORWAY, B. Jacobsen, Research Council of Norway 
POLAND, B. Wosiek, Hnin, Polish Academy of Sciences 
PORTUGAL, G. Barreira, Funding Agency Representative 
ROMANIA, F. Buzatu, Institute of Atomic Physics 
ROMANIA, M. Dulea, IFIN-HH 
RUSSIA, V. Savrin, Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University 
RUSSIA, D. Filatov, Ministry of Education and Science 
RUSSIA, Y. Kozlov, Ministry of Education and Science  
RUSSIA, N. Krylova, Minsitry of Education and Science 
SPAIN, F. Del Aguila, Universidad de Granada 
SPAIN, N. Colino, CIEMAT 
SWEDEN, P. Karlsson, Swedish Research Council 
SWEDEN, M. Nylen, Umea University 
TAIWAN, S. Lee, Academia Sinica 
UKRAINE, A. Zagorodny, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
UKRAINE, G. Zinovjev, Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics 
UNITED KINGDOM, A. Medland, STFC 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, J. Butler, Fermilab 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, M. Procario, U.S. Department of Energy 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, S. Rajagopalan, Brookhaven National Laboratory 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, S. Rolli, U.S. Department of Energy 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, S. Gonzalez, U.S. Department of Energy 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, H. Gordon, Brookhaven National Laboratory 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, C. Newman-Holmes, Funding Agency Alternate  
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, T. Wenaus, Management 
 
Observers 
LITHUANIA, A. Bernotas, Lithuanian Academy of Sciences 
LITHUANIA, L. Bukauskas, National Contact Physicist 
SLOVAKIA, L. Sandor, Institute of Experimental Physics, Kosice 
 
WLCG 
I. Bird, S. Foffano 
 
CERN 
S. Bertolucci, F. Hemmer, T. Lagrange, J. Salicio-Diez, E. Tsesmelis, E. Van Hove  
 
Computing Resources Scrutiny Group 
D. Espriu, D. Lucchesi  
 
ALICE: P. Giubellino, J. Porter, Y. Schutz 
ATLAS: D. Charlton, F. Gianotti, B. Kersevan, A. Lankford, M. Tuts, H. Von Der Schmitt 
CMS: D. Bonacorsi, T. Camporesi 
LHCb: P. Campana, M. Cattaneo 
 
 
Excused 
CERN, R. Heuer  
BELGIUM, J. Sacton, FNRS 
NETHERLANDS, F. Linde, NIKHEF 
SWITZERLAND, O. Schneider, EPFL/CHIPP  
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The agenda, documents and slides can be found on the RRB Indico pages; accessible via the 
LHC-RRB home page https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=174803 
 
1. Introduction. S. Bertolucci, Director of Research and Scientific Computing. 
 
S. Bertolucci welcomed delegates to the meeting and commented on the very successful 
functioning of WLCG.  
 
2. Approval of the minutes of the last meeting. S. Bertolucci, Director of Research and 
Scientific Computing. 
CERN-RRB-2012-009 
 
The minutes of the last Computing CERN-RRB were approved without comment.  
 
3. Status of the WLCG Project and Financial Status Report. I. Bird, WLCG Project Leader. 
CERN-RRB-2012-041 (Report), CERN-RRB-2012-142 (Slides). 
 
I. Bird announced a change of function for S. Foffano who has become Scientific Secretary of 
the C-RRB while remaining WLCG Resource Coordinator. As a consequence the financial 
and resource information presented separately in the past is combined with the WLCG 
Project status report. 

https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=174803
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=12&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=174803
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=13&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=174803
https://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=13&sessionId=2&materialId=1&confId=174803
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The WLCG collaboration status remained unchanged with no additional MoU signatures 
since the last meeting. LLNL who have signed a Letter of Intent are working on the 
signature of the MoU in parallel to performing and reporting as a Tier-2. Delegates are 
reminded to help ensure the MoU annexe 1 and annexe 2 information is kept up to date by 
reporting any changes to lcg.office@cern.ch. 
 
Triggered by discussions about potential new Tier-1’s, the process of becoming a new Tier-1 
had to be defined. At its March 2012 meeting, the WLCG Overview Board approved the 
process whereby new Tier-1s have Associate Tier-1 status with full Tier-1 status granted 
after about 1 year following monitoring via the WLCG Management Board. At the March 
2012 Overview Board meeting, KISTI, Korea was accepted as Associate Tier-1. Discussions 
are on-going with India, Mexico and Russia about possible Associate Tier-1 status. 
 
A status of the WLCG Project was given illustrating the significant improvements made at 
the end of 2011 to the CASTOR service to cope with the load. Computing continued to grow 
even during the end of year technical stop with high analysis levels observed to prepare for 
the winter conferences and disk clean-up campaigns in preparation for 2012 data. ATLAS & 
CMS improved their software performance achieving large factors of improvement in 
reconstruction speed and memory usage. ALICE improved their software and infrastructure 
to deal with the low CPU efficiencies observed in 2011 and copied Heavy Ion data to Tier-1s 
in a few days at the rate of 300 MB/s. LHCb used Tier 2s for data reprocessing and started 
testing the online farm for offline use. 
 
Regarding metrics reporting and accounting, the need for GSI, Germany to take some action 
to start reporting was mentioned. The Tier 1 accounting plots from the accounting portal 
were shown, and the comparison between use by each experiment of the Tier 0 and the sum 
of the Tier 1s illustrating close to 100% use of the resources. The Tier 2 accounting was 
shown including split by pledge and usage by country, with the ability of some experiments 
to make use of spare capacity. There were no significant issues with site reliabilities, plots 
were presented showing trends using a new framework based on more realistic tests. 
Generally the number of service incidents is decreasing although the time taken to resolve 
them has increased with all except 1 taking over 24 hours to resolve in Q4 2011. Incidents 
tend to be infrastructure or database related.  
 
The resource pledge summary formally agreed at the last RRB was shown with updates of 
requirements from ATLAS and a significant update from ALICE, particularly for disk, 
which as a consequence is no longer an issue. The status of the 2012 pledge installation for 
resources expected to be installed by April showed no issues for the Tier 0, some delays for 
Tier 1s and more delays for certain Tier 2s however generally the 2012 installed resource 
situation is good.  
 
Following the Resources Scrutiny Group proposals from the last meeting, I. Bird mentioned 
the complex environments preventing automatic collection of the Tier 2 installed capacity 
data and confirmed that REBUS will be used in future to collect this information. The Tier 2 
efficiency factor of 70% for disk usage [corrected to CPU usage] has been taken into account 
in the requirements, and will be used in the accounting reports for the new reporting year 
from April 2012.  The suggestion to disentangle “chaotic” from “organized” analysis work to 
determine the efficiency is not possible as a site cannot know if a given job is “chaotic” or 
“organised”, only the experiments. 

https://espace.cern.ch/WLCG-document-repository/MoU/admin/MoU_basics/Tier-1/2011/Annex1_Tier1centres_12APR2011.pdf
https://espace.cern.ch/WLCG-document-repository/MoU/admin/MoU_basics/ANNEX%202/Tier-2/2012/Tier2-Centres_12APR2012.pdf
mailto:lcg.office@cern.ch
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I. Bird mentioned the plans of ATLAS, CMS and LHCb to take additional triggers in 2012 for 
processing in 2013 and 2014 and the LHCC support for these initiatives providing priorities 
are set according to the availability of resources. 
 
The WLCG Funding and expenditure details covering materials resource planning based on 
the currently understood accelerator schedule, and including the Tier 0 planning which has 
recently become more detailed, were presented. I. Bird reminded delegates that due to the 
inherent uncertainties for example in the Computer Centre consolidation or the remote Tier 
0 costs, the WLCG Project relies on the possibility to carry-forward unused budget to the 
next year to manage. The personnel planning based on the internal APT planning tool 
forecasts a stable situation over the coming years.  
 
The Tier 0 evolution was presented comprising the CERN Building 513 upgrade, due to be 
completed in October 2012, and the remote Tier 0 tendering with adjudication at the March 
Finance Committee and selection of the Wigner Institute in Budapest, Hungary. Equipment 
will be installed in 2013 with production foreseen for 2014 at the end of LS1. 
 
Concerning the future technical evolution of WLCG, 6 Working Groups were established in 
Autumn 2011. The reports have been made available in the WLCG document repository and 
a consolidated executive summary will be made available for discussion at CHEP. The 
discussions have been detailed and fruitful providing a good opportunity to gain 
commonality between the experiments. 
 
I. Bird summarised by reiterating the smooth WLCG operations since the last RRB meeting 
with good use of resources at all Tiers. Additional data will be taken in 2012 for processing 
during LS1. The future is being assured by active planning and progress on several fronts 
including the remote Tier 0 and the work of the Technical Evolution Groups. 
 
S. Bertolucci thanked I. Bird for his presentation and invited questions or comments. D. 
Espriu pointed out the change of efficiency was for CPU, not for disk. I. Bird apologised for 
this error, to be corrected on slide 29 [change made immediately after the meeting].   
   
4. LHCC Deliberations (paper only). E. Tsesmelis, LHCC Scientific Secretary. 
CERN-RRB-2012-040 (Report) 
 
E. Tsesmelis reported on LHCC deliberations of the WLCG project in the December 2011 
and March 2012 sessions. The LHCC congratulates the WLCG team and the experiments on 
their continued impressive performance. Details on the status of WLCG and comments and 
recommendations on the experiments, including support from the committee for their plans 
to take additional data in 2012, can be found in the written report. 
 
5. Financial Report. T. Lagrange, CERN Finance and Procurement Department 
CERN-RRB-2012-016 (Report) 
  
T. Lagrange reported he had nothing to add to the information in the Financial Report.  
 
 
 
 

https://espace.cern.ch/WLCG-document-repository/Technical_Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FWLCG%2Ddocument%2Drepository%2FTechnical%5FDocuments%2FTechnical%20Evolution%20Strategy%2FTEG%20Reports%20%2D%20April%202012&
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=14&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=174803
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=15&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=174803
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6. Report from the Computing Resources Scrutiny Group. D. Espriu, C-RSG Chair. 
CERN-RRB-2012-045 (Report), Slides 
 
D. Espriu began by asking the experimental collaborations to provide their documents by 1st 
September as preparation for the October RRB meeting, reminding them the CRSG is 
available to discuss specific issues or recommendations at any time. The 3 main topics of the 
written report were then presented. 
 
Overall usage of WLCG resources during 2011: D. Espriu summarised the 2011 RRB year 
(April 2011-March 2012) and the time available for physics as 4.7Ms, 90% of the theoretical 
maximum. The ~1.5 B of recorded events was possible due to experiments using all the 
available bandwidth and effectively recording events at rates larger than the nominal ones. 
Pile up started lower than expected but reached 12-16 on average per crossing after the 
summer, and the PbPb run at the end of the year was very successful.  
The real and nominal rates in 2011 and expectations for 2012 per experiment were presented  
with the experiment plans to reprocess all data since 2010 in 2013, and analyse low priority 
streams.  
 
The collaborations were forced to revise assumptions regarding data placement policies and 
number of copies, reprocessing times were optimised, raw data sizes were reduced and 
moved towards derived formats for analysis. This optimisation enabled increasing amounts 
of data to be recorded including more complex events due to pile-up and recording at 
increased rates. The computing models and WLCG demonstrated in a remarkably smooth 
way their ability to record, distribute and analyse the substantial amounts of data delivered 
to them by the very successful LHC run during 2011. There was good use of the available 
resources and efficiency has generally been high. CPU resources generally exceed the 
experiments’ needs and installed disk resources exceed pledges at certain sites; computing 
has not been a limiting factor so far. 
 
More realistic and optimised data distribution policies were implemented and the 
reprocessing policy is converging to that of the computing model due to the number of 
events which does not favour frequent reprocessing. The GRID fabric works well, data 
distribution and network performance are excellent and no significant problems concerning 
middleware were reported to the CRSG. The accounting information shows little 
improvement with respect to the past and remains a concern for the CRSG. 
 
Scrutiny of the WLCG resource utilisation in 2011: The overall usage by resource type, 
average occupancy and delivery with respect to the pledge at CERN, the Tier 1s and Tier 2s 
was presented. The significant turnout in CPU at the Tier 2s indicates the percentage 
installed is above 100% and the efficiency is large. Some Tier 1 sites have a large excess of 
disk therefore globally the 109% installed disk compared to the average use at 121% 
indicates more disk is available than pledged and efficiency is higher than the theoretical 
70%. The NL-LHC-T1 and NDGF Tier 1s are below their pledges in disk and CPU, all Tier 1 
sites have adapted to the low usage of tape. 
 
The percentage use of CPU, disk and tape by experiment in 2011 at CERN and the Tier 1s 
was shown with stable figures which generally reflect the basic trends of the respective 

https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=16&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=1&confId=174803
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=16&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=174803
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computing models. The large collaborations have converged on the relative fraction of 
CERN resources they use, and LHCb now does a reasonable fraction of their total 
computing at CERN. ALICE has reduced their dependency on CERN resources, however 
remains largely dependent. 
 
The CPU efficiency use at Tier 2s in 2011 compared to 2012 was presented showing very 
high CPU efficiency with the exception of ALICE where the overall efficiency is low. 
Efficiency associated to chaotic analysis drops to 16% with significant dispersion among 
users. Due to the ALICE computing model the average efficiency for Tier 1s and Tier 2s is 
very similar. LHCb uses the Tier 2s mainly for Monte Carlo production felt by the CRSG to 
be more efficient than for user analysis.  
 
CPU, Disk and Tape usage of each experiment for the Tier 0, Tier 1s and Tier 2s was 
presented for 2011 comparing resource use with the pledge and where possible showing 
average efficiency. To cope with the growth in resources the experiments have made an 
effort to reduce the raw event size allowing experiments to record events at a higher rate, 
indicating some margin of safety and redundancy in the resources. Experiments set up task 
forces to reduce processing times which have generally improved and substantial changes 
were made in data distribution policies, reducing the number of copies stored at Tier 1s and 
Tier 2s and compacting the datasets used for analysis. Tasks between CERN, Tier 1s and 
Tier2s were redistributed and aggressive data cleaning policies have continued to be 
implemented. Substantial progress in the implementation of fast Monte Carlo simulations 
has been made in some experiments, and user efficiency is better than planned and 
continuously improving. Some experiments plan to use their HLT farms for reprocessing or 
Monte Carlo production during 2013. 
 
Scrutiny of the experiments’ requests for 2013 & recommendations: Following a 
preliminary scrutiny by the CRSG, the following recommendations were presented  
 
• “Parking” a fraction of the data and use of on-line farms and T0 resources during 2013 

for reprocessing and simulated data production and to keep CPU requests in 2013 
similar to those of 2012. 

• Use of external resources for localized demands, particularly for Monte Carlo production 
in an effort to keep CPU needs constant throughout the year. 

• Selectivity applied when “parking” data to maintain a flat profile; essential for the 
sustainability of WLCG. 

• A balance of the usage of the different Tiers should be maintained in the interest of long 
term success and a healthy WLCG collaboration. 

• Close scrutiny of new disk requests as usage of existing disk resources is not fully 
justified by certain collaborations. To assist, collaborations should present data access 
statistics. 

• Close collaboration between the Tier centres and experiments to continue 
implementation of intelligent storage management policies to allow efficient and cost-
effective access to data. In particular the implications on network bandwidth for best-use 
of resources; relevant for the operation of the experiments after 2014. 

• Realistic estimates from the experiments for their computing needs in 2014 and beyond, 
keeping budget constraints in mind and working with the CRSG as necessary. 

 
The 2013 requests for each experiment were presented with the following specific 
comments: 
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ALICE – request in line with the expected resources and describes possible new contributors 
in the short term. Unpledged resources are listed and accounted to bridge the gap with the 
requests. Low CPU efficiency is the major concern therefore computing strategies should be 
reviewed in an effort to reach efficiency levels comparable to the other experiments. There 
are some unknowns concerning the PbPb run at the end of 2012. 
 
ATLAS – the plan is to record data at 400 Hz, “park” the less relevant part for later analysis 
and use the DAQ farm, T0 and all available resources intensively. A revised 2012 estimate 
with increased requests was received, also increased 2013 requests which appear unrealistic 
to the CRSG in view of the existing spending profile and the availability of free resources 
after 2013. 2012 will be very similar to 2011 in terms of data taking except for increased pile-
up. 
Considering the LHCC recommendations and the above considerations, as a preliminary 
scrutiny the CRSG conclude committed resources should match the revised 2012 ones. The 
final scrutiny will be provided for the October 2012 C-RRB. 
 
CMS – the plan is to record up to 600 Hz, 400 Hz on average, and “park” less relevant data 
for later analysis. The HTL farm use is unclear but strongly encouraged by the CRSG. 
Intensive use will be made of all available resources. Problems experienced during 2011 with 
the memory footprint reduced CMS usage of CERN resources which is now partly solved. 
A revised 2012 estimate with increased requests was received and requests for 2013 are 
further increased, particularly CPU at the Tier 1s and Tier 2s. The CRSG cannot endorse this 
request. 2012 will be very similar to 2011 in terms of data taking except for increased pile-up. 
Considering the LHCC recommendations and the above considerations, as a preliminary 
scrutiny the CRSG conclude committed resources should match the revised 2012 ones with 
the exception of additional disk at the Tier 1 which seems justified. The final scrutiny will be 
provided for the October 2012 C-RRB. 
 
LHCb - on the basis of the revised charm physics program, the plan is to record data at 4500 
Hz and make intensive use of the on-line farm. LHCb computing is very mature although 
some difficulties arose with the CERN batch system and the limited availability of resources 
forced a redistribution of tasks, affecting particularly the Tier 2s. The computing model has 
shown good flexibility in adapting to fewer resources. While the total computer power is 
reasonably close to the needs, the new distribution of tasks may affect network efficiency 
and probably needs careful re-evaluation. The 2013 total request has not changed much with 
respect to previous estimates. A significant amount of unpledged resources will help LHCb 
fulfil their ambitious new physics program. 
 
Concerning the composition of the CRSG, a replacement member from Canada is pending. 
Members, including the chairman, not replaced during 2010 or 2011 need to be replaced. D. 
Espriu concluded 2011 was an excellent year for the LHC and computing has been an 
essential ingredient towards the LHC success. Collaborations are encouraged to continue 
optimisation of the resources provided by the institutes and agencies. The CRSG 
acknowledges the excellent work from the computing teams of the LHC experiments, 
congratulates the Tiers and all institutions participating in WLCG for the overall success of 
LHC computing, and recommends the funding agencies endorse the review and continue 
providing their support. 
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S. Bertolucci thanked D. Espriu for his presentation and invited questions or comments. 
L. Serin questioned why ATLAS and CMS have increased their resource request for 2013, a 
year when LHC will not be running. A. Lankford explained in 2013 all data taken since 2010 
will be reprocessed and D. Espriu reminded delegates that the CRSG has not supported the 
2013 increased request. F. Gianotti added for ATLAS that the projected requests are for a 
10% maximum increase and in some cases the resources are already available. T. Camporesi 
remarked on the untapped resources referred to by the CRSG, which for CMS is the HLT, 
stating that it is an integral part of the CMS online system and due to consolidation work on 
the infrastructure and upgrades to the CMS data acquisition system foreseen in 2013, these 
resources will not be available all the time. 
V. Guelzow commented on evolving software and its impact on the sizing needs in the 
Computer Centres procuring typically on a 4 year timescale. Current memory estimates per 
core may not be enough for the future which needs to be taken into account of in the 
planning.  D. Espriu replied the 2013 situation looks clear and 2014 will depend on the 
accelerator schedule, but a longer-term prospect for 2014 and beyond would need to be 
worked on by the CRSG. S. Bertolucci added the experiments are addressing this and should 
continue as optimising multi-core use and predicting the evolution is key for the future to 
maintain the best use of available resources. The work on this by the experiments was 
acknowledged by the CRSG and should continue. H. Von Der Schmitt remarked on the 
memory footprint per running reconstruction task which is getting too big and cannot scale 
with many-core machines as a major challenge for the longer term. D. Espriu invited 
discussion on this between the CRSG and the experiments. 
 
H. Von Der Schmitt explained the Tier 2 disk space usage was being optimised by a dynamic 
replication of the data when the snapshot was taken in December for use by the CRSG. The 
volume use has increased since following tuning of the replication policy, therefore use of 
such snapshots is misleading. M. Cattaneo made a similar statement on behalf of LHCb 
explaining the snapshot taken in December showing 80% usage preceded a lot of 
reprocessing and simulation, in March usage at certain sites was close to 100%; the disk 
usage metrics should therefore be discussed. D. Espriu replied the CRSG relies on statistics 
made available by the experiments and WLCG which led to the impression that saturation 
point has not been reached with room for optimisation, adding that disk is an expensive 
resource. The CRSG is open to discussion with the experiments and Tiers, and if convinced 
more disk resources are needed they will recommend positively.  
 
M. Fleischer commented on the shift of the Tier 0 to Budapest and asked for more 
information about this concept to be presented at the next plenary RRB session. S. Bertolucci 
confirmed this would be organised. 
 
7. Summary. S. Bertolucci, Director of Research and Scientific Computing. 
 
S. Bertolucci thanked the Scrutiny group who are doing a lot of work, encouraged Canada to 
find a replacement member and other agencies to propose further members as the scrutiny 
task is significant and more help would be welcome. The ongoing effort of optimization by 
the experiments and the Scrutiny Group, and the experience gained with the high pileup 
will be very valuable to predict 2014 and beyond. 
 


